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S
equence-specific base pairing of DNA
oligonucleotides anchored to a surface
is central tofields suchasgene analysis,1

biosensors,2 and assembly of other nano-
materials.3,4 The ability to pattern DNA oli-
gonucleotides of different sequences at the
nanoscale with high resolution, minimum
nonspecific binding to background, and
high hybridization efficiency will enable
advancements and new applications. One
potential area of immediate impact is the
use of DNA for nanoscale patterning and
fabrication on surfaces. Self-assembly of
DNA molecules into nanostructures is a
highly promising approach to control the
organization of materials on surfaces at the
nanometer length scale.DNAnanostructures5

may be created, for example, by program-
med interactions of oligonucleotides through
Watson�Crick base pairing. The recently
developed technique of “scaffolded DNA
origami”6 enables the formation of arbitrary
shaped DNA nanostructures. The sequence
information encoded in DNA origami can
later be used to direct the assembly of other
functional materials such as nanoparticles,7

proteins,8 and carbon nanotubes,9 all with
a precision of ∼6 nm. A key challenge to
advance the capabilities of DNA origami for
the fabrication of nanoscale devices is de-
vising parallel methods for placing and
registering the DNA nanostructures in de-
sired locations at the surface. Placement of
DNA origami from solutions onto specific
positions on a substrate has beenpreviously
demonstrated by generating binding sites
based on electrostatic interactions,10,11

Au�thiol binding,12 and sequence-specific
base pairing.13 A degree of orientation con-
trol of the origami with respect to the sub-
strate has been demonstrated by matching
the geometry10 and spacing12 of the bind-
ing sites with the shape of DNA origami and
the length of the DNA nanotube, respec-
tively. Sequence-specific base pairing of
oligonucleotides carried by DNA origami

with substrate-bound complementary strands

has great potential for the site-specific pla-

cement of multiple structures with a high

degree of orientation control provided that

oligonucleotides of multiple sequences are

patterned and registered at the nanoscale

over wafer size areas.
Patterning DNA has been previously de-

monstrated at sub-100 nmdimensions using
direct printing of oligonucleotides, dip-pen
nanolithography, and electron beam litho-
graphy. Direct printing techniques14�16 are
promising with respect to high throughput
and low cost; however, resolution and/or
pattern fidelity and registration are poor
compared to lithographic methods. On the
other hand, dip-pen nanolithography17 is a
technique that provides both high resolu-
tion and sequence diversity at the nano-
scale. Even though there has been significant
progress18 in the development of high-
throughput and inexpensive scanning probe
lithography techniques, localization of mul-
tiple DNA sequences at the nanometer
length scale using the highly developed
advanced lithography infrastructure of the
microelectronics industry will be beneficial
for many applications.
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ABSTRACT DNA oligonucleotides of different sequences were patterned at the nanoscale. Areas

of positive charge were generated by exposure of insulating substrates, spin-on hydrogen

silsesquioxane or vapor-deposited SiO2 on Si, with ionizing radiation sources used in electron beam

and extreme ultraviolet lithography. Au nanoparticles (NPs) with a diameter of 15 nm, carrying

covalently bound negatively charged single-stranded DNA oligonucleotides, were site specifically

immobilized directly on the exposed regions and presented oligonucleotides for subsequent

hybridization. Repeated exposure and deposition of NPs allowed for patterning multiple DNA

sequences. Patterns with dimensions as small as 15 nm were fabricated using electron beam

lithography. The use of DNA-functionalized NPs rather than just DNA facilitates metrology in

scanning electron microscopy and improves the hybridization efficiency of the oligonucleotides on

the surface.
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In techniques based on electron beam lithography,
nanopatches of oligonucleotides were typically gener-
ated by creating specific regions that were available for
the DNA immobilization chemistries. Au pads, for
example, may be patterned in a SiO2 background using
a lift-off process followed by the immobilization of
thiol-functionalized oligonucleotides, leading to speci-
fic attachment of DNA molecules to the pads.4,19 In
another example,20 regions of SiO2 were patterned at
the nanoscale in an octadecyltrimethoxysilane back-
ground. Functionalization of the substrate with a two-
step linker chemistry led to specific attachment of
oligonucleotides to the SiO2 patterns. Alternatively,
oligonucleotides were directly synthesized/immobilized21

on a nanopatterned negative tone photoresist on a
silicon background by multistep functionalization of
the substrate. Despite the different techniques devel-
oped, the ability to pattern DNAoligonucleotides using
lithographic techniques simultaneously meeting sub-
50 nm resolution, minimal nonspecific binding to
background and high hybridization efficiency remains
a challenge. Moreover, one common limitation of the
techniques that employed electron beam lithography
is that nanopatterns of only one sequence have been
demonstrated. A partial solution to this problem is to
control the hybridization events by electric fields:19

electrodes bearing the same sequence of oligonucleo-
tides can be selectively turned on and off to control the
hybridization with the complementary oligonucleo-
tides carrying different functional groups. The use of
electric fields provides a promising means for dynamic
assembly of DNAmolecules; however, the challenge of
nanoscale patterning of multiple sequences on the
surface remains unsolved.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this study, we demonstrate site-specific immobi-
lization of multiple DNA sequences on nanopatterns
created by advanced lithographic tools. It is known
that surface charging occurs following the electron
beam exposure of an insulator.22�24 Recently Chi
et al.25 have shown that the positive charge generated
at the top surface of a SiO2 insulating layer by the
electron beam exposure can be used to immobilize
negatively charged DNA molecules at the nanoscale.
Here we demonstrate that through judicious choice of
exposure conditions and substrates and by immobiliz-
ing oligonucleotides conjugated to Au nanoparticles
(DNA-Au NPs) instead of just oligonucleotides, nano-
patterns of DNA can be obtained using the positive
charge generation on insulators by the electron beam
exposure with sub-50 nm resolution, minimal nonspe-
cific binding to background, and high hybridization
efficiency. In this approach, DNA-Au NPs are directly
immobilized on the electron beam exposed regions
of the insulating layers, allowing a photoresist-free

patterning and one-step DNA immobilization. Locali-
zation of multiple DNA sequences at the nanoscale is
accomplished by repeating the exposure and immo-
bilization for each sequence. Repeating the process for
each sequence requires the patterning and the immo-
bilization to be noninterfering; each step should be
mild enough not to foul the other one. Previously
reported techniques using electron beam lithography
typically required harsh conditions for removing the
photoresist such as treatment in an acidic or basic
solution, which might damage the immobilized DNA
molecules. On the other hand, multistep immobiliza-
tion chemistries might cause side/exchange reactions
with the previously patterned DNA molecules, leading
to loss of sequence specificity. Therefore, other than
simplicity, photoresist-free patterning and one-step
DNA immobilization enable the generation of arrays
of patterned DNA oligonucleotides of different
sequences on the surface. We also show that this
strategy for the immobilization of DNA molecules can
be generalized to the other ionizing radiation sources
such as those used in highly parallel extremeultraviolet
(EUV) lithography.
The process scheme for the localization of multiple

DNA sequences on nanopatterns is shown in Figure 1.
An insulating layer was deposited on a silicon wafer
either by spin-coating a 40 nm thick film of hydrogen
silsesquioxane (HSQ) or by plasma-enhanced chemical
vapor deposition of a 100 nm thick SiO2. Patterns of
positive charge were then defined by electron beamor
EUV lithography based on exposure of the insulating
layer with the ionizing radiation sources. DNA-Au NPs
having many DNA strands per particle were prepared
by functionalization of 15 nm Au NPs with disulfide-
modified oligonucleotides according to the previously
published protocol.26 DNA-Au NP conjugates (1 nM) in
0.3 M sodium chloride/10 mM sodium phosphate
buffer were spotted onto the patterned region for 1 h,
and substrates were then washed with 0.3 M sodium
chloride and water and then dried with N2. Negatively
charged DNA-Au NPs selectively attached to the posi-
tively charged exposed regions with minimal nonspe-
cific adsorption to nonexposed background regions.
The exposure and immobilization were repeated with
Au NPs carrying different DNA sequences, creating
nanoscale patterned arrays of multiple DNA sequences.
Previously25,27 it has been shown that oligonucleo-

tides in a buffered solution bind specifically to the
positively charged regions generated by electron beam
exposure of an insulating substrate. Here we use Au
NPs as carriers for oligonucleotides for three purposes:
(i) Au NPs can be easily functionalized with oligonu-
cleotides; (ii) the conjugation of negatively charged
oligonucleotides on the Au NPs enables two critical
functions: a fraction of oligonucleotides participates
in the specific attachment of particles to the posi-
tively charged regions of the substrate and the
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oligonucleotides on the Au NP that are not involved in
attachment remain available for hybridization in high
densities; (iii) Au NPs provide easy and quantitative
characterization of the process at the nanoscale by
direct imaging with a scanning electron microscope
(SEM). We show that DNA-Au NPs can be specifically
immobilized on patterned regions at a high density,
and repeated exposure and deposition of DNA-Au NPs
provide nanopatterns of multiple sequences on the
surface. Hybridization of fluorophore-labeled comple-
mentary oligonucleotides leads to high-contrast fluo-
rescence. These results suggest that this method can
enhance the efforts using DNA in different applications
including nanopatterning by providing a way to pat-
tern DNA with specificity and size control at the nano-
scale using the advanced lithography infrastructure.
Formation of positively charged patterned regions

by electron beam lithography and the resulting attach-
ment of DNA-Au NPs depended strongly on the elec-
tron beam energy (EB) and the dose. In order to study
the attachment behavior of DNA-Au NPs onto the
exposed regions and to find exposure conditions for
high attachment densities, 2 � 2 μm2 pads were
patterned at an EB of 1 and 20 keV on the same sample
surface in a dose range of 50�4000 μC/cm2, and DNA-
Au NPs were immobilized onto the patterns. Samples
were then imaged with SEM, as Au NPs provided high
contrast. As can be seen in representative images given
in Figure 2A, the density of attachment increased with
increasing dose and decreasing EB. In order to quantify
the effect of exposure parameters, three spots for each
dose and EB were imaged with SEM at 50 000�magni-
fication, and then, a representative, smaller area (500�
500 nm2) was chosen from each image and NPs were
manually counted (see Supporting Information for the
details of image analysis and additional SEM images).

Figure 2B shows the average number of NPs per square
micrometer with respect to dose for HSQ and SiO2 at an
EB of 1 and 20 keV. The most critical parameter for the
attachment density of DNA-Au NPs was the EB: expo-
sures performed at 1 keV resulted in higher densities of
DNA-Au NP attachment than the exposures at 20 keV
for the entire dose range studied. At low doses, up to
4 times more DNA-Au NP binding was observed at an
EB of 1 keV in comparison to an EB of 20 keV. The
attachment density of conjugates increased with the
dose in the range of 0�500 and 0�2000 μC/cm2 at an
EB of 1 and 20 keV, respectively, and then reached a
plateau. Therewas not any discernible difference in the
density of attachment of DNA-Au NPs between HSQ
and SiO2 as a substrate.
Comparing the attachment behavior of DNA-Au NPs

to the electron beam exposed insulating substrates
with the previous study reveals some similarities and
differences: Chi et al.25 studied the effect of the EB and
the dose on the binding of λ-DNA to glass substrates
that were exposed using electron beam lithography.
Similar to our study, they observed more DNA binding
following exposures at low EB = 5 keV than at high EB =
30 keV for the majority of the dose range. On the other
hand, the dependence of the attachment density on
electron beam dose differed between the two studies.
For example, in the study by Chi et al.25 the density of
λ-DNA attachment was very low for exposures per-
formed at dosese 400 μC/cm2 for both EB = 5 keV and
EB = 30 keV. In our study, the density of DNA-Au NPs on
the surface was significantly higher for exposures at
1 keV in comparison to 20 keV at dosese 500 μC/cm2.
The differences in the attachment behavior of λ-DNA
and DNA-Au NPs in the two studies may originate from
experimental differences such as the size and type of
DNA molecules and the method of DNA detection on

Figure 1. Process scheme for the localization of multiple DNA sequences on nanopatterns. (a) Spin-coated HSQ or vapor-
deposited SiO2 is used as an insulating layer on Si. (b) Nanopatterns of positive charge are generated by electron beamor EUV
lithography based on exposure of an insulating layer to an ionizing radiation source. (c) Negatively charged DNA-Au NPs
selectively bind to the positively charged patterns. (d) Exposure is repeated to generate a second set of positively charged
patterns. (e) DNA-Au NPs with the second sequence are immobilized on the second set of patterns. (f) Specific hybridization
from a mixture of fluorophore-labeled oligonucleotides (Cy3-Comp1, Cy5-Comp2) complementary to the sequences on
the particles.
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the surface. λ-DNA, for example, is a large (48 502 base
pairs) double-stranded DNA molecule with a radius of
gyration of∼0.7 μm,28 whereas DNA-Au NPs are assem-
blies of single-stranded oligonucleotides of 30�45
base pairs long on a 15 nm particle. Deriving quanti-
tative attachment density from fluorescence imaging
of immobilized λ-DNA molecules may also be leading
to complications in comparison to the density of DNA-
Au NPs on the surface simply obtained by the number
of particles counted from SEM images.
We hypothesize that the attachment density of

DNA-Au NPs correlates with the amount of positive
charge formed during electron beam exposure. As can
be seen in Figure 2B, an EB of 1 keV resulted in higher
densities of DNA-Au NP attachment than an EB of
20 keV. This behavior supports the hypothesis, as it is
in good agreement with the previous literature about
the charging of insulators, that more electrons are
emitted from the surface for the exposures performed
at 1 keV than 20 keV.22,23,29 Charging of insulators with
electron beam exposure is typically described with
secondary electron yield, which is the ratio of electrons
emitted from the insulating layer to injected elec-
trons.22,29 With increasing EB, secondary electron yield
increases, reaches a maximum, and then starts to
decrease. Secondary electron yield is greater than 1,

and the net charge in the insulating layer is positive
between two critical energies E1 and E2. At energies
greater than E2, secondary electron yield falls below 1
and decreases with increasing EB.

22,23,29 Even if the net
charge in the insulating layer is negative for the
electron beam energies higher than E2, a positive
charge at the near surface is expected due to the local
escape of secondary electrons.30 Since E1 is hundreds
of eV29 and E2 is typically 1�3 keV for many insulators
including SiO2,

22 EB of 1 keV used in this study is
between E1 and E2, where secondary electron yield is
greater than 1. On the other hand, 20 keV is much
larger than E2, in a regime (secondary electron yield < 1)
where only a fraction of injected electrons are emitted
from the surface. Therefore, more positive charge on
the surface andmore negatively charged DNA binding
are expected at an EB of 1 keV than 20 keV.
In order to gain insight into the charge formation

upon exposure of the insulating layers used in this
study, we used the molecular Monte Carlo simulation
tool (MMC) developed by Pathak and Cerrina.31 MMC
simulates the exposure of a solid medium (e.g., photo-
resist) with an energetic radiation source such as elec-
tron beam, extreme ultraviolet, and X-ray radiation, by
modeling the physical processes involved in energetic
particle�matter interaction. MMC generates detailed

Figure 2. Effect of EB anddose on the attachmentdensity of DNA-AuNPs. (A) Representative SEM imagesonHSQ showing low
(EB = 20 keV, dose = 200 μC/cm2), medium (EB = 1 keV, dose = 50 μC/cm2), and high (EB = 1 keV, dose = 400 μC/cm2) density of
DNA-Au NPs on patterned features. Scale bar 100 nm. (B) Attachment density of DNA-Au NPs as a function of EB, dose, and
substrate. Each point in the plot is an average count obtained from three different spots.
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information on the trajectory of electrons and their
interaction with the medium. SiO2 used in the experi-
ments was modeled on the basis of atomic composi-
tion (SiO2) and density (2.198 g/cm

3). Charge formation
in HSQ cannot be accurately simulated, as the chemical
composition and the density of HSQ change32 during
the electron beam exposure. Simulations were gener-
ated with 10 000 primary electrons in order to have
statistically significant results. All ionizing events lead-
ing to positive charging through the insulating layer
were mapped, and the number of ionizing events per
primary electrons defined as ionizing yield was calcu-
lated for the conditions studied in the actual experi-
ments. MMC predicted that ionizing yield for SiO2 is
about 3 times higher at an EB of 1 keV than 20 keV
(Table 1). This contrast in charging is consistent with
the experimentally observed 2�4 times higher density
of DNA-Au NP attachment for the exposures per-
formed at 1 keV in comparison to 20 keV in a dose
range (e1000 μC/cm2) where there are no saturation
effects (Figure 2B). At a dose of 400 μC/cm2, for
example, the attachment density of DNA-Au NPs to
the patterned regions on SiO2 is 2.4 (1000/419, Table 1)
times higher at EB = 1 keV than EB = 20 keV. These
results support the hypothesis that the attachment
density of DNA-Au NPs correlates with the amount of
positive charge formed during electron beam exposure.
Electron beam exposure of the insulating layers may

result in alterations of the surface properties of the
materials beyond the formation of positive charges.
Both HSQ and SiO2 are subject to structural/chemical
transformations upon electron beam exposure. HSQ
(H2Si2O3) becomes rich in Si�Obonds32 and resembles
a SiO2-like structure. During this transformation, the
wetting behavior of HSQ also switches from hydro-
phobic to hydrophilic in the patterned regions.33 The
density and stoichiometry of SiO2 can vary with the
electron beam exposure,34 and the presence of hydro-
carbon vapors in the vacuum chamber can also lead to
changes in surface chemistry due to deposition of
carbonaceous materials.35,36 This deposition process
(taken to the extreme when used as a contamination
resist) usually changes the wetting behavior of the
patterned SiO2 regions from hydrophilic to hydropho-
bic. Doses (105�106 μC/cm2)35 required for significant
deposition are about 1000 times higher than the doses
used in this study. Since the attachment densities
(Figure 2B) of DNA-Au NPs are similar for a wide range
of doses on HSQ and SiO2 insulating layers, but the
changes in surface chemistry andwetting properties of
HSQ and SiO2 with electron beam exposure are ortho-
gonal, we believe that the dominant mechanism of
particle binding is electrostatic interactions between
the negatively charged DNA-Au NPs and the positively
charged regions of the substrate.
Resolution of the patterns and nonspecific adsorp-

tion on the background are critical aspects of the

process. Site-specific attachment of DNA-Au NPs onto
electron beam patterned 100 nm wide lines on HSQ
and SiO2 can be clearly seen in SEM images given in
Figure 3A and B, respectively. As with the density of
attachment, HSQ and SiO2 showed similar behavior in
the generation of patterns and the site-specific attach-
ment of DNA-Au NPs. In principle, resolution of the
patterns is determined by the capabilities of the litho-
graphy system used, and it is possible to generate
single particle (15 nm diameter) wide lines with the
proper design of the size and dose of the patterns
(Figure 3C, more SEM images of small line width
patterns can be found in the Supporting Information).
To the best of our knowledge, this line width is the
highest resolution DNA pattern reported using litho-
graphic processes. Another strength of the process
relates to inherently low levels of nonspecific adsorp-
tion in the background regions (see Supporting Infor-
mation for additional SEM images). Here a key point is
the simplicity of the process, as there is no blanket
chemical functionalization step involved; only the
desired areas are altered to be attractive for DNA
adsorption, so the rest of the surface keeps its original
properties. It is known that SiO2 is slightly negatively
charged in neutral aqueous solutions37 and has low
levels of DNA adsorption in the absence of divalent
ions.10 On the other hand, the hydrophobicity of
unexposed HSQ might be responsible for low levels
of DNA adsorption in the background regions.
The functionality of immobilized DNA-Au NPs was

verified by hybridization of fluorescently labeled com-
plementary oligonucleotides. For this purpose, 100 nm
wide lines of a single sequence (DNA-1, Table 2) were
prepared following the process scheme given in
Figure 1A�C. Surfaces were then treated with a pre-
hybridization solution to condition the surface and to
block patterned sites against any non-sequence-spe-
cific interactions during hybridization. A hybridization
mixture containing complementary oligonucleotides
labeled with Cy3 (Comp-DNA 1, Table 2) was then
applied to the substrates for 2 h. Substrates were
washed in buffers of decreasing salt concentration,
dried, and then imaged with a fluorescence micro-
scope. The fluorescence image presented in Figure 3D
shows that immobilized DNA-Au NPs were functional
and oligonucleotides could be specifically hybridized

TABLE 1. Ionizing Yield and Attachment Density of DNA-

Au NPs at Different Electron Beam Energies for SiO2
a

electron beam energy ionizing yield
number of particles per μm2

(dose = 400 μC/cm2)

1 keV 14.5 1000
20 keV 5.0 419

a The ionizing yields were obtained from molecular Monte Carlo simulation. The
attachment densities of particles were taken from the experimental results given
in Figure 2B.
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onto 100 nm wide lines. The absence of fluorescence
signal in the case of hybridization with a noncomple-
mentary sequence (NON-Comp DNA, Table 2) verified
the sequence-specific interactions. As with the density
of attachment, hybridization gave similar results on
HSQ and SiO2. A representative SEM image (Figure 3E)
following the hybridization shows the presence of NPs
on thepatterned features, verifying the survival ofDNA-Au
NP attachment to the hybridization and washing process.
The use of NPs provides an easy way for quantitative

analysis of oligonucleotide density on the surface, as the
number of oligonucleotides on a single Au NP can be

either measured38 or calculated:26 assuming roughly 50
oligonucleotides per particle based on the previous
study38 for a surface density of ∼1000 NPs per μm2

leads to the oligonucleotide density of∼5� 1012/cm2. If
we assume that only the oligonucleotides on the top
half of the particles are available for hybridization as the
rest of them will face the surface, then the effective
density of oligonucleotides is estimated to be ∼2.5 �
1012/cm2. This density is comparablewith the previously
reported values ranging from 1� 1012 to 9� 1012/cm2

obtained by immobilization of end-functional DNA on
glass and gold using linker chemistries.39

Figure 3. Site-specific placement of DNA-Au NPs on nanopatterns generated on HSQ and SiO2 and hybridization with com-
plementary oligonucleotides. (A, B) SEM images of electron beam patterned features following the attachment of DNA-Au
NPs (scale bar 100 nm). (C) SEM image of single-particle 15 nm wide lines on HSQ (scale bar 50 nm). (D) Fluorescence image
following the hybridization of Cy3-labeled complementary oligonucleotides ontoDNA-AuNPs onHSQ following the placement
of a single sequence (scale bar 10 μm). (E) SEM image following the hybridization (scale bar 100 nm). (F, G) Fluorescence
images following the hybridization onto double-patterned substrates: For each image two different sequences of DNA-Au
NPs were sequentially patterned, and then a mixture of fluorophore-labeled (Cy3, green; Cy5, red) complementary oligo-
nucleotides was hybridized. DNA-Au NPs carrying a sequence complementary to the Cy3-labeled oligonucleotides were
patterned first. (F) Two sets of 100 nm lines with 10 μmspacing patterned on SiO2 each having a different sequence (scale bar
20 μm). (G) Closer alignment: Alternating 100 nm wide lines of two sequences on HSQ (scale bar 5 μm).
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One advantage of using DNA-Au NPs compared to
oligonucleotides is the improved availability of the
recognition sites for the hybridization. The orientation
of the oligonucleotides is critical for the all DNA im-
mobilization schemes, as it determines the accessibility
to the target oligonucleotides.40 Therefore improving
hybridization efficiencies necessitates the use of end-
functionalized oligonucleotides attached to a surface
directly or through use of a linker molecule. Considera-
tion of low hybridization efficiencies has been a limita-
tion in the use of electrostatic binding in the microarray
applications,41,42 as the whole oligonucleotide is bound
to the surface and not fully available for the hybridiza-
tion. In our system, a portion of oligonucleotides on the
NPs is used for the attachment and the remaining
oligonucleotides are available for the hybridization as
they are end-bound to the particle surface through the
thiol bond. In order to compare the hybridization
efficiencies with and without NPs as carriers, immobili-
zation was performed with 10 μM oligonucleotides and
1 nM DNA-Au NPs in 0.3 M sodium chloride/10 mM
sodium phosphate buffer on a HSQ-coated substrate.
The concentration of oligonucleotides was chosen rela-
tively high for two reasons: (i) to account for the
presence of many oligonucleotides per particle; (ii) to
be in the concentration range (1 μM to 1 mM) used in
previous studies for the immobilization of end-functio-
nalized oligonucleotides on homogeneous40,43 and
patterned19,20 substrates. Following the hybridization
withCy3-labeled complementary oligonucleotides,fluo-
rescence microscope images of 1 μm wide lines were
taken and intensity profiles weremeasured. Due to the
complications of comparing fluorescence intensities
from different substrates, fluorescence contrast defined
as the ratio of fluorescence intensity from patterns to
fluorescence intensity from nonpatterned (background)
regions was used as a measure of the process. Using
DNA-Au NPs provided about 4 times (Figure 4) more
fluorescence contrast than using just oligonucleotides.
This result suggests that the efficiency of hybridization is
higher with the conjugates in comparison to oligonu-
cleotides, assuming the nonspecific binding to the back-
ground is at similar levels in both cases as all the
conditions (buffer, sequence, substrate, etc.) except the
concentration of DNA molecules are the same.
We demonstrated the ability to localize multiple

DNA sequences on the nanopatterns by repeating

the exposure and immobilization with two different
DNA-AuNPs (DNA-1 andDNA-2, Table 2). Hybridization
with complementary strands bearing fluorophores
(Comp-DNA-1-Cy3 and Comp-DNA-2-Cy5, Table 2) was
used toverify thepatterningprocess. Fluorescence images
of the same region were taken with two different
excitation/emission filters, and images were merged
using ImageJ software. As can be clearly seen in
Figure 3F and G, Cy3- and Cy5-labeled target oligonu-
cleotides were specifically directed to the first and
second patterned areas, verifying the double pattern-
ing. In Figure 3F, the two sets of 100 nm lines with
10 μm spacing patterned 50 μm away on SiO2 are
shown. An example of closer alignment is given in
Figure 3G with the patterning of 100 nm wide lines
alternating at 5 μm on HSQ, demonstrating the finer
placement of lines. Alignment of multiple sequences
with sub-10 nm accuracy can be possible with the use
of state-of-the-art tools and techniques that have been
developed for the microelectronics industry.44

Besides presenting a solution to the challenge of
nanoscale patterning of multiple sequences on sur-
faces, repeated immobilization of different sequences
of DNA-Au NPs on nanopatterns gives some insights
into the strength of interaction between the conju-
gates and the substrate. The strong sequence-specific
fluorescence from the 100 nmwide lines (Cy3-green in
Figure 3F and G) that are generated in the first pattern-
ing step points to the strength of the binding between
DNA-Au NPs and the surface of the substrate, as these
conjugates experienced a series of washing (in different
buffers) and annealing (during prehybridization and
hybridization). The strength of interaction is such that
patterned substrates could be washed with water
following immobilization of DNA-Au NPs and dried
with N2. This strength stands in contrast to desorption45

of DNA nanostructures following a rinse with water
from patterned oxide surfaces where the binding is
based on electrostatic interactions mediated by Mg2þ.
It is also important to note that immobilization of
second DNA-Au NPs and hybridization of Cy5-labeled

Figure 4. Fluorescence images following the hybridization of
Cy3-labeled complementary oligonucleotides onto patterned
DNA-Au NPs and oligonucleotides on HSQ. Concentrations
of DNA-Au NPs and oligonucleotides were 1 nM and 10 μM,
respectively. Ratio of fluorescence signal from lines to back-
ground is 8.1 for DNA-Au NPs and 2.2 for oligonucleotides.

TABLE 2. Sequences of Oligonucleotides Used in the

Study

name sequence

DNA-1 50-TCT CAT TAT AGC TGC ATG ATA CAC TTC ACC (T)15-30-S-S
DNA-2 50-GTT AAT TCT CCC GTC TAA TGT TTT TTT TTT TTT TT-30-S-S
Comp-DNA-1 50-GGT GAA GTG TAT CAT GCA GCT ATA ATG AGATTT TT-30-Cy3
Comp-DNA-2 50-CAT TAG ACG GGA GAA TTA ACT TTT T-30-Cy5
NON-Comp DNA 50-GGG CGG CGA CCT TTT T-30-Cy3
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complementary oligonucleotides on the first patterns
are at low levels, suggesting the binding between the
DNA-Au NPs and the surface of the substrate is not
reversible. This type of hybridization at the wrong spot
was observed only in a very small portion (<∼5%of the
contour length) of the 100 nm wide lines and was
probably caused by the binding of second conjugates
to the defect sites on the first set of patterns. These
defect sites may be related to the variations in the
exposure of small line width patterns along tens of
micrometers, implied by the absence of such sites in
the large-area patterns (Figure 5D).
Wehypothesize that generation of positively charged

regions with electron beam lithography for the site-
specific immobilization of DNA molecules can be
extended to parallel lithography systems, as similar
charging phenomenon has been reported for other
ionizing radiation sources.30 In order to test this hy-
pothesis, we performed experiments with EUV litho-
graphy, which uses a light source in the wavelength of
13.4 nm. EUV lithography is capable of generating
nanoscale patterns46 and considered as one of the
leading candidates for the future fabrication of semi-
conductor chips.47 Immobilization of DNA-Au NPs was
performed as described previously except the EUV
interference lithography system48�50 at University of

Wisconsin�Madison was used instead of electron
beam lithography. As can be seen in Figure 5A, hybri-
dization of the Cy3-labeled complement showed
clearly site-specific fluorescence from EUV-exposed
areas. Figure 5B shows a large area fluorescence scan
(Axon 4000B microarray scanner) of the EUV patterned
SiO2 following the hybridization, demonstrating pat-
terning of DNA over square millimeter areas with the
advantage of a parallel lithography system. The layout
of the mask used for the EUV experiments consisted of
grating patterns (rectangular areas) surrounded by
micrometer scale marks (crosses and letters). The grat-
ing patterns consisted of series of lines with spacing
equal to thewidth of the lines in the sub-100 nm range.
Therefore hybridization onto individual lines could not
be resolved with the fluorescence due to the diffrac-
tion limits in the optical microscopy, and instead
fluorescence from the whole rectangular area of the
grating could be observed (see the boxes in Figure 5B).
SEM imaging (Figure 5C) reveals the specific attach-
ment of DNA-Au NPs onto the nanopatterns; however,
only quasi-single-particle-wide lines with some distor-
tion in the center positions could be obtained. Pattern-
ingmultiple DNA sequenceswith the charge-mediated
localization of DNA-Au NPs using EUV lithography is
shown in Figure 5D, with high contrast fluorescence

Figure 5. A different radiation source: EUV. (A) Fluorescence microscope image following the hybridization of Cy3-labeled
complementary oligonucleotides ontoDNA-AuNPs on SiO2 patternedwith EUV (scale bar 20 μm). (B) Large-areafluorescence
scan of the substrate following the hybridization (scale bar 1 mm). Shown is the projection through the whole mask area.
(C) SEM image following the immobilization of DNA-Au NPs on nanopatterns of 55 nm width and a pitch of 110 nm on SiO2

(scale bar 200 nm). (D) Fluorescence image following the hybridization onto double EUV patterned substrates (scale bar
50 μm). Shown is the mirror image of the word “CNTEU” with one sequence and the word “EUV” with the other sequence.
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between the two different sequences following the
hybridization. The site-specific placement of DNA-Au
NPs onto EUV-exposed regions shows the generalizabil-
ity of the presented approach to other ionizing radiation
sources. Parallel lithographic systems with specifically
designed masks/templates can lead to wafer scale
fabrication of nanoscale DNA patterns and enablemany
applications.
Further optimization of the process can lead towafer

scale fabrication of sub-50 nmDNA patterns using EUV
lithography. The imperfect alignment (Figure 5C) of
DNA-Au NPs on nanopatterns generated with EUV
lithography points to the need for the improvement
in the process. The key is aerial image contrast be-
tween the exposed and unexposed regions. In the case
of electron beam lithography, for example, this con-
trast is very high, and the exposure dose as a function
of position across a patterned region resembles a step
function (0% on the background and 100% on the
pattern). This contrast is mitigated only at the nano-
meter length scale by the proximity effect where
secondary electrons escape from the patterned areas
into the unexposed areas. On the other hand, the aerial
image contrast in EUV lithography depends on the
characteristics of the mask and the tool. In the case of
EUV interference lithography, the exposure dose as a
function of position across a grating pattern resembles
a sinusoidal function,51 and therefore the unexposed
regions are not completely dark (0%). The reduced
aerial image contrast may lead to the generation of
positive charges in the unexposed regions within the
grating patterns and result in imperfect alignment of

the particles along the lines. Fabrication of masks that
result in exposures with improved aerial image con-
trast could improve placement of DNA-Au NPs on the
nanoscale patterns prepared by EUV interference litho-
graphy. It is also important to note that the interference
lithography system48�50 used in the EUV experiments
has been developed for scientific studies that require
high-resolution (40�100 nm) periodic patterns. Com-
mercial EUV systems46 may be designed to fabricate
patterns of higher aerial image contrast and are not
limited to periodic arrays.

CONCLUSIONS

The new technique described here enables pat-
terning of multiple DNA sequences with high reso-
lution down to 15 nm with minimum nonspecific
binding to background and high hybridization effi-
ciency using advanced lithography infrastructure.
Technologies developed for the semiconductor
industry including alignment44 of different expo-
sures can be directly transferred to the technique.
Demonstrating the approach with different radia-
tion sources shows promise for extending the
technique to parallel lithography systems for appli-
cations that require wafer scale patterning. The
ability to pattern and register oligonucleotides of
different sequences at the nanometer length scale
can address some challenges in the site-specific
placement of DNA nanostructures. The approach
could also be applied to other biomolecules such as
proteins with the appropriate design of substrates
and molecules.

METHODS
Substrate Preparation and Lithographic Patterning. Two types of

insulating layers were used for the generation of charge pat-
terns on silicon substrates (N/Phos Æ100æ 0�100 ohm-cm,
Montco Silicon Technologies Inc.): spin-coated hydrogen silses-
quioxane and vapor-deposited SiO2. The 40 nm thick HSQ was
spin-coated on oxygen plasma (PE 200 Benchtop Plasma Sys-
tem, Plasma Etch, Inc.) cleaned silicon substrates. The desired
thickness of HSQ was obtained either by dilution from Fox-12
(Dow Corning) or by direct use of XR 1541 (Dow Corning). HSQ-
coated substrates were baked for 1 min at 90 �C before
patterning to ensure removal of the solvent. For the second
type of substrates, 100 nm thick SiO2 was deposited by plasma-
enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PT 70, Plasma-Therm) in a
clean-room environment on a silicon substrate. Electron beam
lithographywas performed on a LEO 1550-VP scanning electron
microscope equipped with a J. C. Nabity pattern generation
system. Patterns were written using 1 and 20 keV electron
beam energy with beam currents of ∼13.5 and ∼32.4 pA,
respectively. Extreme ultraviolet lithography was performed
at the Synchrotron Radiation Center48 at the University of
Wisconsin�Madison.

Preparation and Deposition of DNA-Conjugated Au Nanoparticles (DNA-
Au NPs). DNA-Au NPswere prepared according to the previously
published protocol.26 Briefly, to a 1 mL solution of Au NPs

(15 nm in diameter, Ted Pella) was added 8 μL of 250 μM
disulfide-modifiedoligonucleotides (IntegratedDNATechnologies),
and the solution was mixed on an orbital rotator for 18 h. Then
125 μL (added as 5 � 25 μL) each of 1 M sodium chloride and
0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer were added to the Au NP�
oligonucleotide solution, and again the solution was placed
on an orbital rotator for 24 h. Excess oligonucleotides in the
solution were removed by repeated centrifugation (25 min at
15000 rcf), and DNA-Au NPs were suspended in 0.3 M sodium
chloride/10mM sodiumphosphate buffer. The concentration of
DNA-Au NPs was determined by measurement of the absor-
bance of 520 nm wavelength light in a UV/vis spectrophot-
ometer (Nanodrop). DNA-Au NPs were centrifuged and
resuspended in 0.3 M sodium chloride/10 mM sodium phos-
phate buffer before each use to ensure the removal of unbound
oligonucleotides from the solution. A 50 μL volume of 1 nM
DNA-Au NPs in 0.3 M sodium chloride/10 mM sodium phos-
phate buffer was spotted onto the electron beam patterned
region at room temperature in a humidified environment for 1 h.
Following the deposition of DNA-Au NPs, substrates were
washed in 0.3 M sodium chloride buffer and water (Millipore
MiliQ purification system), 1 min each, and then dried with N2.

Hybridization of Fluorophore-Labeled Oligonucleotides and Fluores-
cence Imaging. Hybridization experimentswere conducted in “stick-
on” hybridization chambers (SA 200, Secure Seal, Grace Biolabs).
Patterned substrates were first treated with a prehybridization
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solution (0.1 mg/mL herring sperm DNA, 0.1 mg/mL acetylated
bovine serum albumin in a 0.45 M sodium chloride buffer) for
15 min at 45 �C. The prehybridization solution was then
replaced with a hybridization mixture (0.1 μM complementary
oligonucleotide, 0.1 mg/mL herring sperm DNA, 0.1 mg/mL
acetylated bovine serum albumin in a 0.45 M sodium chloride
buffer). Substrates were then treated with the hybridization
mixture for 2 h at 45 �C. Following the hybridization, substrates
were washed in 0.45, 0.3, and 0.03 M sodium chloride buffer,
respectively (1 min each) and Ar dried. Fluorescence micro-
scopy images were taken with a Nikon Epi E800 Eclipse micro-
scope equipped with Metamorph image processing software.
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